
CAMPUS FASHION
Fashion defines us and is a mode of
expression. Footwear during monsoon -
boots, jelly shoes, flats, floaters and sturdy
footwear - is both practical and trendy
today. A neat bun, a ponytail or braid is
the perfect hairdo for college. Cotton
pants, cargo pants and flared jeans offer
comfort. Even as we perform through
fashion, it is vital that we follow dress
codes and exude professionalism. What
is your go-to #ootd? Email it to the editor
yukta.gholap@vsit.edu.in

VSIT celebrated its first ever International
Bicycle Day (June 03) on June 18.
Students prepared posters and slogans
for the celebrations. 50 students rode
bicycles to the college campus, to
encourage society to adopt the eco-
friendly form of transportation.

VSIT EXPRESS
Life is like riding a bicycle. To
keep your balance, you must
keep moving, Albert Einstein

YOGA DAY 2022
International Yoga Day was
celebrated at Vidyalankar
School of Information
Technology on June 21. It was
organized by Students
Council. The guest, Shri
Shivam Pandey, a therapist at
Saifee Hospital, delivered the
inaugural speech. Several
asanas were performed by
the students. Principal Dr.
Rohini Kelkar was an active
participant in the event.

POLIO DRIVE 2022

NSS volunteers at VSIT never
miss an opportunity to make us
proud. On June 19, a polio
immunisation campaign was
launched in collaboration with
BMC, and volunteers worked
diligently to offer "do boond
jindagi ke" to all children from
slum neighbourhoods and public
settings in order to disseminate
literacy about the necessity of
polio dose to a kid. This was
done all day at "Antophill,"
"Korba," (Wadala), "Lalbaug," and
"Worli." Over 1,465 children were
immunised.

What are y our thoughts on
VSIT's first student-driven
newspaper?
It is a novel idea to have
our own newspaper,
completely driven by the
students. There are many
aspects of printing a
newspaper and as a part of
the mass media
department, our students
should be well-acquainted
with the same. I am looking
forward to a newspaper,
which will not only be
popular on campus but will
soon be much sought-after
document among the
student community in
Mumbai. 
What qualities should
students inculcate to
become responsible
journalists? 
Aspiring journalists should
be good readers first. They
should collect facts from
authentic and verifiable
sources, and exercise
maximum objectivity in their
thoughts and actions.
Furthermore, they must be
diligent and pursue the
truth relentlessly.
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The newly-formed Maharashtra government, led by
CM Shri. Eknath Shinde,  has directed the metro car
shed to be built in Aarey. Hours after being sworn in as
Deputy CM, in his first cabinet meeting, Shri. Devendra
Fadnavis overturned the decision of former CM Uddhav
Thackeray to shift the Metro card shed out of the Aarey
milk colony, which was designated as a protected
forest. Environmentalists are unhappy with the decision
and took to social media to express their displeasure.

VSIT EXPRESSCURRENT AFFAIRS

Billionaire’s Daughter to
Cut Ties with her Father   

New Maharashtra government to bring metro car
shed back to Aarey, environmentalists cry foul

The CBI has booked Kapil
Wadhawan and Dheeraj Rajesh
Kumar Wadhawan of Dewan
Housing Finance Corporation Ltd
(DHFL) for cheating a
consortium of 17 banks to the
tune of ₹34,614 crore. It has
become the biggest bank fraud
case registered by the agency.
he Wadhawan brothers are
currently under judicial custody
in relation with the cases filed by
the Enforcement Directorate
and the CBI for the fraud cases
involving Yes Bank.

Elon Musk’s transgender daughter Xavier
Musk who turned 18 this year  plans to cut
all ties with her father.  She stated that “II
no longer live with or wish to be related to
my biological father in any way, shape or
form”. She has filed to change her name.
she wants to adopt her mother’s last
name. She wants to be known as Vivian
Jenna Wilson. 
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KNOW YOUR CM!
Eknath Sambhaji Shinde (born on February 09, 1964) hails from the Jawali
taluka in Satara. He used to drive an auto rickshaw to support his family in
Thane and now Eknath Sambhaji Shinde is an Indian politician, serving as the
20th Chief Minister of Maharashtra
He was earlier the Cabinet Minister of Urban Development and Public Works
(Public Undertakings) in the Government of Maharashtra. He is a Member of
Legislative Assembly from Kopri-Pachpakhadi constituency of Thane,
Maharashtra.

The largest banking
scam in Indian
history 

Eknath Shinde and 30 Shiv
Sena MLAs were unreachable
on June 21. Shinde is currently
accompanied by a total of 10
additional MLAs and 40 of
the Senate's 56 MLAs.
Although it was anticipated
that Devendra Fadnavis
would take the oath of office
as Chief Minister, Fadnavis
announced during a news
conference on June 30, 2022,
that Shinde would serve as
CM for the remainder of the
term. 

Devendra Fadnavis was informed
by the BJP High Command that he
will serve as deputy chief minister.
 
According to Shinde, Shivsena's
persistent departure from hindutva
philosophy and persistent meddling
in his affairs are to blame for MVA's
(Maha Vikas Aghadi) fallout.

    Maharashtra politics overturns 
                             as Sena falls



When you've decided on
your cover story, come up
with a list of topics for
your feature articles. This
can range from
interviews, product
reviews, human interest
pieces, and even lists.
Think about what your
audience would be
interested in and get
writing! Again, 

which you're also welcome to do. Why not
partner with a local business and feature
their products? Not your style? Simply
include some contact information and tell
your audience how to reach you. Add your
social media handles, email, or even any
publication information you think they'd be
interested in. You can even just extend your
cover photo to keep things clean and
simple.

TOP 6

The sudden demise of Bollywood singer
Krishnakumar Kunnath, aka KK, stunned the
nation because he was everyone's favorite. KK
was well-known for his successful album 'Pal'' 
 (1999). Songs like 'Yaaron dosti' (Pal 1999), 'O
meri jaan' (Life in a Metro 2007), 'Zara sa'
(Jannat 2008), and many other songs were
major hits. KK has presented his fans with
wonderful music and experiences ranging from
vibrant party tunes to beautiful romantic
melodies. Every teenager from the 90s to the
present, recalls listening to his tunes and
dancing their hearts out, or remembering the
wonderful days they had while listening to the
late singer's songs. He was and will always be in
our hearts!

Shubhdeep Singh Sidhu (11 June 1993 – 29 May
2022), Known as Sidhu Moosewala, was an
Indian musician, rapper, composer, and actor
involved with Punjabi music and films. Sidhu is
widely regarded as one of the greatest Punjabi
artists of his generation. "G Wagon," Moose
Wala's first single, was released. In 2018, he
began conducting live performances in India. He
made his debut with "So High," a gangster rap
duet with Byg Byrd in 2017. He won Best Lyricist at
the 2017 Brit Asia TV Music Awards for the song.
He continued with songs like "Issa Jatt," "Tochan,"
"Selfmade," "Famous," and "Warning Shots." His
work earned him international acclaim. The
tragic assassination of Sidhu Moosewala
shocked the people to their feet. Politicians,
Artists and Fans from all across the world paid
respect to his legacy

6 irresponsible individuals
living in Manhattan indulge
in adventures that make
their lives eventful.

 

 

Young group of friends
unravel a series of
mysteries with supernatural
forces and secret of
government exploit!

During the Regency period
in England, 8 close-knit
brothers from the powerful
Bridgerton family seek love.

Set during the Cold War, 
 chess prodigy Beth
Harmon battles addiction
while attempting to
become the world's best
chess player.

BRIDGERTON

F.R.I.E.N.D.S

STRANGER THINGS
 
 

THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT 
 

THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY
The series is based on
a collection of comics
and graphic novels
developed and written
by My Chemical
Romance lead vocalist
Gerard Way.

 
OZARK

 This drama series starring
Jason Bateman as Marty
Byrde, a financial planner
who relocates his family
from Chicago to a
summer resort area in the
Ozarks

One Soul, One Voice, Countless
Emotions,

Sidhu Moosewala – An Artist Gone
Too Soon 
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TOP 4 BOOKS RECOMMENDED BY
AAMIR KHAN

This book is a timeless classic by
American writer and lecturer Dale
Carnegie that throws light on the minds
of people who regardless of their
personality type wish to pursue the art
of winning people. Published in 1936,
over a 30 million copies have been sold
worldwide making it one of the
bestselling books of all time.
The book is classified into 4 parts.. The
chapter headings might appear as
mundane pieces of preaching,
however, Carnegie delicately enlightens
the reader’s mind to be a skilled
interactor, critic, communicator and a
presenter. Through evident and
demonstrative anecdotes of his own
acquaintances, the author has
flawlessly put across his suggestions to
behave in a particular situation and
deal with people involved. The book is a
result of Carnegie’s constructive studies
on the topic conducted for several
years.  
The language used is easily
comprehensible yet precise. The order
and placement of every topic
establishes a perfect flow of ideas. The
chapters are compact and coherent.
The book is definitely recommended,
not for any ‘one’ but everyone.

 

 

Here’s a fun fact about the versatile Khan of Bollywood.
He enjoys reading a lot more than watching films! He
considers it to be his passion and number one hobby.

The 1992 novel takes place in Vienna,
Austria, in the year 1882. It is a review of
the history of philosophy and
psychoanalysis and revolves around
the topic of limerence.

When Nietzsche Wept: A Novel of Obsession by Irvin D.

VSIT EXPRESS

Publishing
House:Pocket
Books.
Publisher: Simon
and Schuster.
Publishing date:
October 1936.
Pages: 291 pages.

Book Review: 
How to Win Friends and Influence
People by Dale Carnegie (1936) 

LITERATURE 

Phantoms in the Brain: Probing the Mysteries of the
Human Mind by V.S. Ramchandran, Sandra
Blakeslee.

It is a 1998 popular science book by
neuroscientists talking about
neurophysiology, neuropsychology as
revealed by case studies of
neurological disorders

Lustrum by Robert Harris.

The Lost Continent: Travels in Small-Town America
by Bill Bryson 

Brysons first travel book, correspond to
two journeys in the autumn of 1987 and
spring of 1998. The journey was 13,978
miles, covering the Midwest, the Deep
South, the East Coast and New England,
before returning to Des Moines, the Great
Plains, the South West, California and the
Rocky Mountains

Lustrum, published in the year 2009 is a
historical novel, a middle volume of a
trilogy featuring the life of Cicero.

Mahabharata: The Epic Tale of Ancient India by
Maharishi Vyasa

One of the epic tales of ancient India,
Mahabharata, revolves around the
Kurukshetra War, a battle for the throne
of Hastinapur. Each character in the epic
personifies a vasana.
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ionel Andres Messi turned 35 on 
24th June this year. He is one of the
most complete footballers of all time.

4 times champions league winner
11 times laliga winner
7 times Copa del Rey winner
3 times club World Cup winner
3 times European Super Cup winner
8 times SuperCopa de España winner 
Won Ligue 1 in his debut season
For Argentina he won a Copa America,
Finalissma, U-20 world cup, an Olympic gold
medal and he a world cup finalist.
7 Times Ballon d'or winner 
6 Times Golden Boot winner 
1 Laureus World Sports Award 
He won World Cup golden ball

VSIT EXPRESSSPORTS 

 
L

The Olympic champion Neeraj Chopra
bagged a gold medal in javelin throw at
Kourtane Games in Finland on Saturday, 18
June, 2022.
The great delivery of 86.69m was
achieved in the first attempt.
Unfortunately, he made a foul in the
second attempt and due to rain, he
slipped in the third attempt. But nothing
could stop him from winning the gold.

FOOTBALL LEGEND TURNS 35: 
HERE ARE        FACTS ABOUT MESSI

Messi also added two
international trophies with
his national team. 
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Neeraj Chopra Leads The Country To Victory
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VSIT EXPRESSHOROSCOPE

Physical pain is unavoidable i.e fatigue,
body pain or even exhaustion for you this
month, Aries. Don't take too much stress
about something that you have done or are
doing. Do something that you love to do,
practice self care and voice out your
opinions as much as you can.

There are new financial opportunities
coming you way this month, Taurus.
However make sure you are not too selfish
or greedy about it. You might struggle
mentally, rely on a friend in such situations.
Let go of your past and don't dim your light
to fit in!

July is going to be a prosperous month for
you Gemini! Just believe in yourself and
anything that you truly believe in will
happen, Voice out if something wrong
happen around you. Know that you are love
and supported by the people who care
about you.

HOROSCOPE OF THE MONTH:
JULY

As cancer season has arrived, your
emotions are all over the place. Rely on
others but also learn to set boundaries.
There can be some financial gain in your
family. July is all about retreating, resting
and creating a world for yourself. Do
something that you feel like you'll never do

This July, it is time to let go of your ego and
make new friends, Leo. Judging people will
get you nowhere. Cut off with people who
don't serve you any soul purpose. Seek
comfort in your loved ones. Do what your
heart tells you

There are chances that a male figure in your
life, your boss, father, brother or a friend, is
going to pressure you. There are going to be
some financial struggles personally or in the
family. Take your future decisions wisely. Set
boundaries from people. Do something that
you love as a getaway from the stress.

New opportunities are awaiting for you
Libra, this July is a good time for you. But
don't get too engrossed in it and lose
your grip. Take care of your emotional
health. Change your coping mechanism
patterns.

July is all about being empathetic,
Scorpio. You are currently at your
emotional peak. It's time to be selfless
and be there for those in need. Take a
walk or do some light excercise,
meditation to release negative energy. It
is also a good to time to change certain
aspects of your life. Remember it's
happening for you not to you.

It's time to take care of your body,
Sagittarius! This July you might feel
mundane, know that this is temporarily.
Don't refuse to any celebrations with
your friends and family as this might be
fruitful. New opportunities might be
coming your way. 

Capricorn, you might face some
financial struggle and emotional
imbalance this month. Don't let this faze
you. You are a warrior at heart and
mind. These situations are going to
make you realise the changes you need
in life. This July don't doubt yourself and
go with your guy feeling 

Spend quality time with your loved ones,
Aquarius, as July is going to strengthen
your bond with them. It is also
suggested to manage your finances as
you'll be juggling with money. You will
have all the support you'll need so don't
worry and just relax!

This July, you're emotionally at peace,
Pisces! Some situations might not be in
your control and that is completely okay.
Come out of your shell, learn to trust
yourself and not rely on others. Take
initiatives, whether it is to make new
friends or to participate in activities.
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GAMES 

SUDOKU

VSIT EXPRESS

Word Search

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE 

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?
S u d o k u  w a s  a c t u a l l y  S ū j i  w a  d o k u s h i n  n i
k a g i r u  (数字は独⾝に限る )  w h i c h  t r a n s l a t e s
t o  " t h e  d i g i t s  m u s t  b e  s i n g l e " .  I t  w a s
l a t e r  a b b r e v i a t e d  t o  S u d o k u  a n d  i s  a
r e g i s t e r e d  t r a d e m a r k  i n  J a p a n .
S u d o k u  b o o s t s  l o g i c a l  t h i n k i n g ,
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  a n d  m e m o r y  r e c a l l .  
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VSIT EXPRESSFOOD

ARE YOU A STREET FOOD ENTHUSIAST?
 HERE ARE       PLACES TO EXPLORE FOR YOUR FAVORITE SNACK

Aram Vada pav is a
well-known place for
this snack since 1939. A
quick snack that
anyone can grab. This
place serves one of the
best Vada pavs in
Mumbai with green
chutney. The Vada pav
here has the right
amount of spice and
has a hint of garlic to it
and the potatoes are
well mashed in the
Vada. They hygienically
serve Vada pav. This
place is located in front
of CST station.

Aram Vada Pav
 
 

A native Maharashtrian
dish Misal pav, Misal
house is a place well
known for the lip-
smacking Misal. The
Misal is authentic in its
flavor and the quantity is
sufficient for one person.
They serve Misal pav
with onion and lemon
slices in the sides. They
not only serve Misal in a
traditional way but also
have different varieties
of Misals like tandoori
misal, Pani puri misal,
Mexican missal, and
many more. This place is
located right beside
Dadar plaza theatre.

For Mumbaikars chai is
not just a drink, it’s an
emotion connected to
them in every situation.
But have we ever
wondered where those
disposable cups end up?
Do they get disposed of
or recycled properly?
Well, Swadishtam Tea
shop has a solution for
this! They are serving tea
in an edible cupmade up
of biscuits. They serve
chocolate chai, ginger
chai and different
varieties of chai and each
one of them is best in its
way. This place is located
opposite Dadar Shivaji
park gym.

Timing- 8:30am–10pm
Location- Capital Cinema Building,
Opp C.S.T Station, Fort, Mumbai
400001

Misal House
 
 
 

Timing- 9am–9pm
Location- Shop no, Near Plaza
Cinema, Dadar(W), Mumbai
400028 

Swadishtam Tea 
 
 
 

Timing- 8am-9:30am, 5pm-7pm
Location- Opposite Dadar Shivaji
Park open gym, Dadar, Mumbai
400028

Samosa has always
traveled along with us in
our life like our best
cousin at every function
and every big occasion.
Gurukripa is a place that
serves one of the best
samosas in Mumbai. The
crust of the samosa is
too crispy and the filling
is a perfect blend of
Indian flavors with a little
spicy touch to it. They
also have Paneer
samosa, Chinese
samosa, chocolate
samosa, and a large
variety of Samosas, so
be ready to explore and
discover your favorite
samosas.

Gurukripa A1 Samosa
 
 
 

Timing- 8am–11pm
Location- Near SIES College, Opp
Reliance Fresh, Sion, Mumbai
400022
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COMICS

A spy on an
undercover
mission gets
married and
adopts a child as
part of his cover.
His wife and
daughter have
secrets of their
own, and all three
must strive to
stay together.

Status: Ongoing

The adventures of
Monkey D. Luffy and
his pirate crew in
order to find the
greatest treasure
left by the
legendary Pirate,
Gold Roger. The
famous mystery
treasure is "One
Piece".
Status: Ongoing

Ao No Flag
The "youth pure
love" story begins
when three students
in their final year of
high school meet
during a time when
they are worried
about paths for their
futures. Waiting for
them are sweet,
painful, and
heartrending days.

Status: completed

VSIT EXPRESS

Top 04 Manga Recommendations

Bored with life, popular
high schooler Yatora
Yaguchi jumps into the
beautiful yet unrelenting
world of art after finding
inspiration in a painting.

Status: Ongoing 
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T H E  T E A M

C u r r e n t  A f f a i r s  I  V a i s h n a v i . P :
S h r u t i . K ,  V a i d e h i . S
C o l l e g e  E v e n t s  I  S i d d h i . D ;
Y a s h v i . J ,  R i t i k a . N ,  P a l l a v i . S ,
R i y a . K
E n t e r t a i n m e n t  I  V i b h a . B ;
H a r s h . U ,  M r u n m a y i . J

L i t e r a t u r e  I  Y u k t a . G  ( e d i t o r - i n -
c h i e f ) ;  G u n j a n ,  S a k s h i  G
S p o r t s  I  K a r t i k . S ;  A s t h a . H ,
Y a s h . T
H o r o s c o p e  I  K e e r t h i . R
G a m e s  I  V a r s h a . P
F o o d  I  K e e r t h i ;  A n t o . G ,
S a k s h i . J
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ABOUT US

Vidyalankar School of Information Technology is amongst the most popular colleges of the
city offering undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral programmes in IT, Commerce,
Management and Mass Media. Vidyalankar School of Information Technology is a college
affiliated to the University of Mumbai and approved by the Government of Maharashtra.

B.A. IN MULTIMEDIA AND MASS COMMUNICATION

The department of Mass Media was established in 2016. It offers specialization in Advertising and Journalism.
Mass Media is a very dynamic field so to mold and train the students, various workshops are conducted. Many

actors and directors from film and television are invited to address and groom the students for media space.
The Mass Media department encourages students to hone their technical skills, writing and creative acumen by

giving assignments and presentations in the form of films or documentary or other creative pursuits.

The department hosts different events and fests:

Maadhyam
The Journalism and Mass media conclave serves as a platform for transferring
knowledge to the future generation of Media and Mass Communication. The seminar
brings together an array of academics, independent researchers, artists and activists at
one place to share the research findings, innovations, and experiences in the field of
Mass Communication.

 
V-Talkies
Vidyalankar School of Information Technology powered by the BMM Department
hosts V-Talkies every year. V-TALKIES provides a platform to students of different
colleges in Mumbai to present their Short Films, Photography Skills and Ad Making
acumen. This not only provides students an opportunity to showcase their talent but
also to interact with media personalities who are stalwarts in their field and thus
inculcate collaborative creation.


